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‘thermally efficient’ strategies effectively regulate 
temperatures without employing additional energy. 

Designing a dairy that is thermally efficient not only 
makes a more pleasant and comfortable environment for 
the operators and cows but can also reduce costs. 

n	 reduce heat inflow – using good passive design 
principles can have a big impact here, particularly in 
summer.

n	 Ventilate so heat from equipment and cows can 
escape.

n	 limit heat loss in winter.
existing sheds can be improved 
without tearing down the shed but 
building a new dairy – designed 
to best practice – means you can 
incorporate features that resist solar 
heat inflow and resist internal heat 
outflow.

the former have more importance in 
hot dry climates, the latter in cool temperate climates.

an effective layout combines the practical day-to-
day needs of the dairy’s operation with the following 
considerations:

n	 Building is sheltered by landform and/or vegetation 
that protects against winter chill.

n	 the approach direction is clear of obstacles to 
encourage inflow of cooling summer breezes.

n	 the orientation, floor shape, form and colour work to 
minimise daytime solar heat load, particularly early in 
the day and late afternoon. 

n	 this favours a long narrow shed layout with long wall 
and roof facing north, with minimum wall area and 
openings facing east and west.

Thermal  
efficienT design

Building  
a new  
dairy?

is my design thermally efficient?
as the plans are drawn, evaluate the shed’s design for 
thermal efficient elements.

n	 is the location taking advantage of the landform 
– like hills?

n	 Does the holding yard face east – away from the 
prevailing winds?

n	 are silos and other tall features positioned to offer 
shading over summer?

n	 Do the passive ventilation features suit the local 
climatic conditions?

n	 are there barriers/obstacles that will obstruct the 
path of the cool air as it flows into or the path of the 
warm air as it flows out of the shed?

n	 are the ventilation air intakes on the southern/
shaded side of the building?

heat flow into and out of the building 
can be controlled by using passive 
design elements (see below).

Passive design is design that does not 
require mechanical heating or cooling.

reduce  
heat  
inflow

Source: Emilis Prelgauskas
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To resist 
heat outflow
insulation batts 
or panels

To resist solar heat inflow
nano ceramic paint

safari roof
foil
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Thermal efficient design

reflective insulation
n	 commonly seen as the ‘silver foil’ on buildings under 

construction. 
n	 its shiny aluminium surface reflects most of the radiant 

heat it receives from the sun. 
n	 also works as insulation as only a small amount of the 

heat it receives from the inside is radiated from the shiny 
surface (anecdotally 3% of heat load). 

n	 the foil is not weatherproof, and so is best fixed to the 
inner face of shed girts and purlins.

n	 if the surface is to have an inner lining, this needs to be 
placed on spacing battens at least 25mm away from the 
foil. Otherwise, the heat conducts through both materials 
and the foil benefit is defeated.

n	 Practical difficulties with installing traditional ‘batt’ type 
insulation includes the risk of damage to the installation 
(if there is no inner lining) and the potential to harbour 
vermin. 

n	 modern insulations include ‘bubble wrap’ style silver foil 
(aircell, Protherm) can be installed with sheeting in new 
sheds, and stapled to girts and purlins in existing sheds.

nano-ceramic paint
n	 applied to exterior surfaces of new and existing sheds, this 

paint film has ceramic chips embedded in the emulsion 
which reflects external direct solar heat. 

n	 it only works on roofs and walls in direct sunshine. it is 
not intended for shaded walls (south and under eaves and 
verandahs).

n	 reflectance is higher with the lighter colours in the 
available range. the paint has no insulating effect.

n	 anecdotally, in hot arid climates an internal temperature 
reduction of up to 8°c has been achieved.

safari roof
n	 an outer roof layer is placed above and well clear of the 

existing/main roof.
n	 Stops direct solar heat load reaching the shed main roof 

and structure.

n	 the air gap between the roofs allows heat 
in that air gap to vent away. if there is a 
safari roof overhang it extends this effect 
to adjacent wall areas.

n	 the structure between the roofs should be 
non-heat conducting (e.g. timber, foam 
blocks).

n	 the safari roof need not be weatherproof, the main roof 
does this – suited to existing sheds.

n	 Where photovoltaic modules are placed on the roof, 
mounting on frames clear of the roof on which the array is 
fixed can contribute a safari roof effect.

n	 can be applied to new and existing sheds in concert with 
other features (notably ridge ventilation).

irrespective of how solar heat is excluded, there will be heat 
loads in the shed from equipment, people and animals that 
need to be removed.

Using passive systems to achieve this reduces shed operating 
costs and reliance on mechanical systems.

how passive ventilation works 
essentially, where there is a temperature difference between 
two adjoining volumes of air, the warmer air will be more 
buoyant and will rise above the colder air. this creates an 
upward air stream. Vents can allow the warmer air to escape 
as long as other vents (lower to the ground) allow cooler air to 
enter.

air will only flow when there is a path between an air inlet 
point and an air outlet point – see the diagram below.

the effectiveness of airflow depends on low resistance (duct 
friction) within the path, and air pressure differences at inlet 
(high pressure) and outlet (low air pressure).

Passive systems can achieve effective ventilation by using 
large cross section paths and the ambient difference in air 
pressure already existing around the building. in the dairy this 
will be achieved with:

n	 higher pressure low down on the shed (south) side of the 
building; and 

n	 lower pressure at roof ridge or sunny (north) side of the 
building. 

ventilate 
so heat  
can escaPe
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Hopper opening 

air exhausts high in the building interior. this can be an opening ‘hopper’ style. this opening 
offers less airflow resistance than top hung ‘awning’ style openings. 

Opening towards the sunward side links out-flowing air with the external air that is already 
venting upward. When not needed, the opening is swung closed.

Thermal flue 

exhaust is also encouraged where a metal tube flue with a matt dark surface in direct 
sunlight results in the warmed air in the tube venting out, drawing shed air with it. 
increased air flow out of the flue will result from higher temperatures.

When not needed, a sliding ceiling flap closes the flue. 

Ridge cap 

Warm shed air will vent, albeit at lesser flow rates than is achieved by the other methods, 
to a permanently open ridge vent. 

ridge caps are suitable where closing in cold windy weather is not needed. 

Whirly

Standard rotating roof cowl positioned either directly above equipment to remove heat or 
downwind of the ridge for prevalent winds to exhaust shed air to the outside.

the natural air flow effects of ridge cap and whirly ventilators are enhanced when there is 
wind.

Thermal efficient design
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low level inflow
On the shade side of the shed, the external air is cooler. this 
denser air ‘leans’ against the shed wall, and ‘falls’ inward 
where openings occur near shed floor level.

this air inflow displaces the warmer air inside the shed which 
is exhausted via a vent higher up.

Wetting
the cool air flowing in through the low openings can, in dry 
weather, be humidified to further reduce its temperature. 
mist sprays, fountains, flowforms (water features) and grass 
sprinklers are common irrigation/garden equipment that can 
be applied to this purpose. 

this additional cooling is not helpful in humid ambient 
weather.

earth tubes
as air flows through a tube buried deep in the ground, it loses 
heat to the soil. the result can be consistently cooled air 
inflow at shed floor level. earth temperature cools with depth. 
this suggests deep burying the tubes. this conflicts with 
pragmatic construction and raises trench 
depth and shoring issue.

in some climate areas, internal warmth in 
the shed is useful to retain. So features that 
can resist internal heat outflow should be 
included in dairy design. 

Where this is useful only for part of the year, 
ventilation techniques can be used to control 
when heat is retained or ejected.

insulation batts
these hold small air parcels which resist heat flow through the 
material. the effectiveness is given in ‘r’ numeric values. r1 
is less than r3 (the scale is non-linear, in other words r3 is 
not three times more effective than r1).

installation in walls and roof slows internal heat loss to 
outdoors.

external panels
a similar effect to insulation batts can be achieved with panels 
of materials that have heat flow resistance. these installations 
are made weather resistant with render coatings. r values 
between 1 and 3.5 are commonly available.

See InfoSheet A3: Construction Materials.

Trellis
a trellis is an external feature than can create a small air gap 
to the shed wall, thereby reducing heat loss. creeper or vine 
covering leaves track the sun during the day, creating daytime 
open venting form and a night time closed covering insulation 
effect.

further information
• Other infoSheets on starting a new dairy: http://www.dairyindustrysa.com.au/technical_info_for_farmers/starting_a_dairy

• australian Greenhouse Office home technical manual: www.greenhouse.gov.au/yourhome/technical/fs10.htm

• Urban ecology australia: www.urbanecology.org.au/topics/passiveheating.html

limit heat 
loss in 
winter

Thermal efficient design
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